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Generation Gap



Traditionalist
Before 1946 

70 years old & up 

Baby Boomer
1946-1964 

53-70 years old 

Gen X
1965-1977/80 

33-51 years old 

Gen Y
1980-2000 

16-36 years old 

Gen Z
After 2000 

16 years old & below 

5 Different 
Generations



“…defined by a common age 
location in history and a 
collective peer personality.”

Neil Howe & William Strauss
Pioneers in the field of Generational Studies

“Generation”



Karl Mannheim
Grandfather of Generational Research

“Generation”
A group of individuals similar in 

age whose members have 
experienced noteworthy 

events within a set period of time.



Why pay attention to 
“generations”?

When a group of people share a 
common birth period, they are 

cemented by the significant 
events and social change of 

that era… 

…influences identity, views, attitudes, 
beliefs, and perceptions..



Traditionalist
Before 1946 

70 years old & up 

Baby Boomer
1946-1964 

53-70 years old 

Gen X
1965-1977/80 

33-51 years old 

Gen Y
1980-2000 

16-36 years old 

Gen Z
After 2000 

16 years old & below 

3 Different 
Generations
in the workplace



Traditionalist
Before 1946 

70 years old & up 

Baby Boomer
1946-1964 

53-70 years old 

Gen X
1965-1977/80 

33-51 years old 

Gen Y
1980-2000 

16-36 years old 

Gen Z
After 2000 

16 years old & below 

Defining life 
events & 

milestones? 
Differences? 
What to do?

3 Topics





Who are they?

T B

X Y

Patriotic
Hard-working
Respectful of authority
Obeys command of chain
Self-sacrificing
Defers gratification

Workaholic
Used to hierarchy and positional 
authority  
Competitive, ambitious
Loyal to companies = stayed longer 
Not confident in leaving a secure 
position
Tension: striving for more vs. wanting to 
slow down
Enjoy benefits of hard work
Not very empowered to ask or question

Well-educated = access to education 
“Latchkey kids”: Independent at early age 
Changed the concept of the career path = 
not afraid to change jobs, companies or 
industries or taking risks to move ahead 
Loyal to profession, not to employers
Individualized goals and 
accomplishments
Little faith in autonomy
Don’t accept: “Do the time to get there” / 
“I need to pay my dues” before advancing

“Entitled Generation”/ “Net 
Generation”
Technology = part of life
Most educated
Always ‘connected’
Skilled multitaskers
Independent learners
Strong sense of entitlement
Organizational loyalty = not part of 
their career orientation



Baby 
oomer

XGen YGen

Traditionalist

Differences may lead to conflict



Baby 
oomer

XGen YGen

Traditionalist

Tip:  Increase “generational awareness”



Each generation has a unique learning 
style, preferences and motivators.

educational 
experience

work history of 
their parents pop culture technology



Training 
Challenges

Learning styles
Training expectations
Technology
Leadership
Feedback
Transfer & Application



Who are they… as LEARNERS?

T B

X Y

Prefer formal learning environment 
View educators as authority figures 
= least like to directly confront the 
educator. 
Want to see value in what they are 
doing. 
Expect to be treated with respect.
Dislike use of profanity and slang.
Dislike listening to stories or being 
asked to share information that they 
believe is too personal.

Value teamwork and personal gratification
Dedicated to learning and self-help 
initiatives
Do not respond well to authority figures = 
may display a “know-it-all” attitude
Respond best to educators who treat 
them as equals and share personal 
examples of their own knowledge and 
skills
Dislike games and role plays
Like ice-breakers and team learning 
activities

Comfortable with change = view change 
as the norm, not the exception
Value flexibility
Dislike close supervision
Prefer self-directed learning
Enjoy discussion with fun and humor
Do not automatically respect authority 
figures, including educators.
You must earn their respect
Like visual stimulation
Expect learning activities to be offered at 
their convenience

Want to have their input valued
Respect educators who demonstrate 
expertise and knowledge
Don’t necessarily equate knowledge 
and expertise with age, rank, or 
tenure
Are comfortable with distance 
learning 
Enjoy incorporation of fun in 
learning
Value reading



“Tell me what 
to do…”

“Show me what 
to do…”

“Why do I need to 
learn this?”

“Connect me to what 
I need.”

Source:  “Multi-Generational Learning in the Workplace:  Overview and Instructional Design Considerations”. (2009)  Janet Clarey, Brandon Hall Research

Different Generations, Different Learning Styles

T B

X Y



Baby 
oomer

XGen YGen

Traditionalist

What can the WLP do?  The 3As

Methods 

Tools/ Media 

Resources 

Classroom 
Management 

Rapport & 
Relations

Marketing of 
Courses

Design

Delivery

Adjust

Appreciate

be 
Aware



Traditionalists

Baby
Boomers

Gen Y

Gen X

Tech 
AversePrefer Logical 

Sequences

Needs 
structure

Prefer to maintain 
their privacy

Passive learners 
(lectures are okay)

Like to take notes

Leverage their 
experience

Can learn 
from video

Value their time

Don’t expect 
praise/ 

Like to 
learn 

Informal 
learner

Give them 
choices

Self-directed 
schedule preferred

Need life/ school 
balance

Like frequent 
feedback

Active learners 
(Bored by lectures)

Multi-tasking while learning

Achievement matters 
more than contentNeed structure

Strong sense of 
entitlement

Expect instant 
feedback

Like to connect 
with instructor

Like 
interactivity 
and games

Optimistic: 
keep it positive

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Like to link 
personal 

experiences

Do not like 
rigid 

Passionate 
about the 
content

Source:  “Targeting Different Generations”.  (2008) Corbett, S. in Encyclopedia of Educational Technology, B. Hoffman (Ed.)



Baby Boomers

Needs structure

Passive learners 
(lectures are okay)

Like to take notes

Leverage their 
experience

Can learn 
from video

Multi-tasking while learning

Like interactivity 
and games

Optimistic: 
keep it positive

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Like to link 
personal 

experiences

Do not like rigid 
instruction

Passionate 
about the 
content

Learning 
Preferences



Learning 
Method

Needs structure

Multi-tasking while learning

Facilitated, instructor-led
Interactive and group learning
Prefer tactile learning

Baby Boomers

Like books, PPT and hand-outs
Link learning to new ways to 
add value



Baby Boomers

Needs structure

Multi-tasking while learning

1. Utilize books, manuals, Powerpoint 
— Have an organized presentation and 
draw on learner’s experiences through 
group discussions and case studies 

2. Link to their personal experiences
3. Tap into their experiences through 

discussions, simulations, case 
studies or problem-solving 
exercises.

4. Explain how what they are learning 
will affect bottom-line performance.

Tips



Gen X

Leverage their 
experience

Can learn 
from video

Value their time

Don’t expect praise/ 
recognition

Like to learn 
alone

Informal 
learner

Give them 
choices

Self-directed 
schedule preferred

Need life/ school 
balance

Like frequent 
feedback

Active learners 
(Bored by lectures)

Multi-tasking while learning

Achievement matters 
more than content

Need structure

Like interactivity 
and games

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Learning 
Preferences



Leverage their 
experience

Need structure

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Focus on outcomes versus techniques
Make learning experiential, problem-
solving
Control over own learning
Like parallel thinking 
Go with key points
Flexibility in scheduling 
Link learning to their marketability

Learning 
Method

Gen X



Leverage their 
experience

Need structure

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Tips1. Utilize interactive learning methods and 
Q&A

2. Build in lots of activities — debates, role 
plays and games 

3. Recognize significance of each learner’s 
contribution 

4. Provide regular feedback from learners and 
summarize key points 

7. Bring in “tools of the trade” and let them 
explore and get their hands on these items 

8. Give them choices 
9. Make support materials available after the 

training

Gen X



Baby Boomers

Gen Y

Like to learn 
alone

Self-directed schedule preferred

Need life/ school balance

Like frequent feedback

Active learners 
(Bored by lectures)

Multi-tasking while learning

Achievement matters 
more than content

Need structure

Strong sense of 
entitlement

Expect instant 
feedback

Like to connect 
with instructor

Like interactivity 
and games

Optimistic: 
keep it positive

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Like to link 
personal 

experiences

instruction

Learning 
Preferences



Self-directed schedule preferred

Need life/ school balance

Like frequent feedback

instruction

Focus on outcomes versus techniques
Make learning experiential, problem-
solving
Control over own learning
Like parallel thinking 
Go with key points
Flexibility in scheduling 
Link learning to their marketability

Learning 
Method Gen Y



SLEs



SLEs

“Fast Paced 
Debriefing”

Covers Lessons 
With Substance

Upbeat 
Sustains Attention



Self-directed schedule preferred

Need life/ school balance

Like frequent feedback

instruction

Tips

1. Provide clear objectives and standards
2. Develop self-assessment items
3. Provide opportunities for group work
4. Incorporate technology
5. Create a multimedia environment
6. Offer chances to multi-task
7. Give them group projects to complete 
8. Connect to learners through social media 
9. Include ways learners can customize the 

course, but provide a very structured 
environment

Gen Y



Traditionalists

Baby 
Boomers

Gen Y

Gen X

Tech Averse

Prefer Logical 
Sequences

Needs structure

Prefer to maintain 
their privacy

Passive learners 
(lectures are okay)

Like to take notes

Leverage their 
experience

Can learn 
from video

Value their time

Don’t expect 
praise/ recognition

Like to 
learn alone

Informal 
learner

Give them 
choices

Self-directed 
schedule preferred

Need life/ school 
balance

Like frequent 
feedback

Active learners 
(Bored by lectures)

Multi-tasking while learning

Achievement matters 
more than content

Need structure

Strong sense 
of entitlement

Expect instant 
feedback

Like to connect 
with instructor

Like 
interactivity 
and games

Optimistic: 
keep it positive

Like praise and 
recognition

Like group 
projects

Like to link 
personal 

experiences

Do not like rigid 
instruction

Passionate 
about the 
content



Leverage their experience

Can learn from video

Don’t expect praise/ recognition

Like to learn alone

Active learners (Bored by lectures)

Multi-tasking while learning

Like interactivity and games

Optimistic: keep it positive

Like group projects

Blended 
& Active 
Learning



Facilitating
L&D Methods



Baby 
oomer

XGen YGen

Traditionalist

Integrating “Gen Awareness”

Planned Participant Groupings 

Formal “Getting to Know 
Fellow Learners from Other 
Generations” Activities 

Learning Interventions on 
“Understanding the Other 
Generations” &                  
“Working in a Multi-Gen 
Environment”

Design

Delivery

Adjust



We are WLP!
Flexible.  Updated.  Creative.


